Brillouin light scattering in ferromagnetic materials usually involves one magnon and two photons and their total angular momentum is conserved. Here, we experimentally demonstrate the presence of a helicity-changing two-magnon Brillouin light scattering in a ferromagetic crystal, which can be viewed as a four-wave mixing process involving two magnons and two photons. Moreover, we observe an unconventional helicity-changing one-magnon Brillouin light scattering, which apparently infringes the conservation law of the angular momentum. We show that the crystal angular momentum intervenes to compensate the missing angular momentum in the latter scattering process. PACS numbers: 78.20.Ls, 32.10.Dk, 75.30.Ds, 76.50.+g For all the physical processes under the continuous rotational symmetry, the angular momentum is a good quantum number: it can only take quantized values, i.e., integers multiplied by the fundamental constanth. Under such circumstances, the angular momentum is transferred from one agent to the other in such a way that the total amount is conserved. The angular momentum transfer occupies a central place in the modern development of spintronics. For example, spin pumping [1], spin transfer torque [2], and spin Hall effect [3] enable us to transfer angular momentum from electric currents to magnetization and vice versa.
Brillouin light scattering in ferromagnetic materials usually involves one magnon and two photons and their total angular momentum is conserved. Here, we experimentally demonstrate the presence of a helicity-changing two-magnon Brillouin light scattering in a ferromagetic crystal, which can be viewed as a four-wave mixing process involving two magnons and two photons. Moreover, we observe an unconventional helicity-changing one-magnon Brillouin light scattering, which apparently infringes the conservation law of the angular momentum. We show that the crystal angular momentum intervenes to compensate the missing angular momentum in the latter scattering process. For all the physical processes under the continuous rotational symmetry, the angular momentum is a good quantum number: it can only take quantized values, i.e., integers multiplied by the fundamental constanth. Under such circumstances, the angular momentum is transferred from one agent to the other in such a way that the total amount is conserved. The angular momentum transfer occupies a central place in the modern development of spintronics. For example, spin pumping [1] , spin transfer torque [2] , and spin Hall effect [3] enable us to transfer angular momentum from electric currents to magnetization and vice versa.
Angular momentum transfer occurs not only between spin-polarized electric current and magnetization, but also between polarized light and magnetization. With magneto-optical effects such as the Faraday effect and the Cotton-Mouton effect, the coupling between polarized light and magnetization can be realized. Since at optical frequencies the magnetic dipole interaction ceases to play any role, the electric dipole moment associated with the magnetization, instead, dictates the magnetooptical effects [4, 5] , which microscopically arises due to the (generally weak) spin-orbit coupling.
To investigate further possibility of magneto-optical effect in manipulating magnetization dynamics, let us turn our attention to the electric quadrupole moment. For ferromagnetic (and ferrimagnetic) materials there have been much less interests in the electric quadrupole moment, which would manifest itself in a process of a helicitychanging Brillouin light scattering in the Faraday geometry (namely, light propagates parallel to the external magnetic field) as we discuss here. This is in stark contrast to the familiar one-magnon Brillouin light scattering in the Voigt geometry (namely, the light propagates perpendicular to the external magnetic field), around which the emergent field of cavity optomagnonics [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] is revolving. Nevertheless, for antiferromagnetic materials it is well known that the Brillouin light scattering by the quadrupole moment associated with two-magnon excitations is large when the two magnons involved in the scattering process originate in the modes with large and opposite wave-numbers [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In atomic physics, quadrupole moments of collective spin states have been widely studied [19] [20] [21] [22] in connection with spin squeezing [23] .
In this Letter, with a ferromagnetic spherical crystal, we experimentally explore the Brillouin light scattering in Faraday geometry using polarization-sensitive optical heterodyne measurements. It is revealed that twomagnon excitations induce electric quadrupole moments, which give rise to the helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering. Besides, we find an unconventional helicitychanging Brillouin light scattering which only involves one-magnon excitations. For the latter case the conservation of the angular momentum is upheld only when the crystal angular momentum [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] is taken into account. We elucidate the mechanism in which the crystal angular momentum manifests itself in the scattering process and forms the electric quadrupole moment together with the one-magnon excitation. The possible relevance to the elusive rotational Doppler effect [24] in the context of magnon-induced Brillouin light scattering is also discussed.
The experimental setup is schematically shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b). A spherical crystal (0.5-mm in diameter) of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) is attached to an alumina rod oriented along the crystal axis 110 and placed at the center of the gap of a magnetic circuit formed by a pair of permanent magnets and a coil with a yoke as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The YIG sphere can be rotated about the 110 crystal axis, which allows us to apply a static magnetic field along either 100 , 111 , or any orientation in the (110) plane. The magnetic field, created by the magnetic circuit, around 130 kA/m saturates the magnetization of the YIG sphere along the z-axis and can be varied. A coupling loop coil above the 
FIG. 1. (a)
A spherical crystal (0.5 mm in diameter) of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) is placed in the gap of a magnetic circuit which consists of a pair of cylindrical permanent magnets, a coil, and a yoke. A coupling loop coil above the YIG sphere is used to excite magnons. By a set of a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS) either left or right circularly polarized light is chosen for the input and the output. (b) Light from a cw laser is separated into two paths by an optical fiber splitter. An electro-optic modulator (EOM) in the upper path is used to calibrate signals and an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in the lower path is used to generate a local oscillator (LO). The signal and the LO are combined and the resultant signal is sent to a power meter and a high-speed photo detector (HPD) followed by a spectrum analyzer after a microwave amplifier. (c) Schematic representation of the relevant frequencies. The carrier light at ΩC is scattered into the sidebands at ΩR and ΩB. The beat signals appear at ωR and ωB with respect to the LO at ΩL. YIG sphere generates an oscillating magnetic field perpendicular to the saturated magnetization M z to excite magnons in the uniformly oscillating magnetostatic mode (Kittel mode) giving rise to the time-varying transverse magnetizations M x (t) and M y (t).
Figures 2(a) and (b) show the microwave reflection spectra indicating the ferromagnetic resonances for the external magnetic field H ext being parallel to the 100 and 111 axes, respectively. From the fitting we obtain the resonance frequency of the Kittel mode ω K /2π = 5.07 GHz for H ext 100 and ω K /2π = 5.21 GHz for H ext 111 . Depending on the direction H ext with respect to the crystal axis, the magnon resonance angular frequency ω K varies due to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy [29, 30] , which is used to determine the crystal axis as described in Supplemental Information (SI) [31] .
We now explore the Brillouin light scattering under the condition in which the Kittel mode is continuously The height of the color bar shows the mean scattering efficiency and the difference between the top of the black wireframe and the bar represents a standard deviation estimated from measurements repeated six times. Ri (Li) represents the right-circular (left-circular) polarization for the input field, while Ro (Lo) represents rightcircular (left-circular) polarization for the output field. driven at the resonance. Note here that the Kittel mode with zero wave-number is diametrically opposed to the modes with large wave-numbers involved in the twomagnon scattering previously observed with antiferromagnetic materials [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . As shown in Fig. 1 (b) a cw laser light with a wavelength of 1550 nm (the angular frequency of Ω C ) is split into two paths by an optical fiber splitter. The light in the lower path acts as a local oscillator (LO) whose frequency is shifted by ω A /2π = 80 MHz from Ω C by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). In the upper path, the laser light is sent through the YIG sphere along the z-axis. In this Faraday geometry, the discrete rotational symmetry is assured along the z-axis: for the case of H ext 100 it is fourfold symmetry, and for the case of H ext 111 it is threefold symmetry. By a pair of a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and a polarization beam splitter (PBS) before and after the YIG sphere as shown in Fig. 1(a) , either the left or right circularly-polarized light can be selected as the input and the output. The scattered light from the upper path interferes with the LO light from the lower path after the second optical fiber splitter so that the resultant beat signals originating from the Stokes scattering (red sideband) and the anti-Stokes scattering (blue sideband) appear at different angular frequencies, ω R and ω B , respectively, as schematically shown in Fig. 1(c) . These beat signals are detected by a high-speed photodetector (HPD) and then amplified and analyzed by a spectrum analyzer. By using this setup we can investigate the selection rule both in the helicityconserving and the helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering. Figure 2 (c) shows the observed two-magnon scattering efficiencies for the case of H ext 100 . The scattering efficiencies are deduced from the signal at the angular frequency of ω R = 2ω K + ω A for the two-magnon Stokes sideband and that at ω B = 2ω K − ω A for the twomagnon anti-Stokes sideband (The calibration scheme is described in SI [31] ). The significant helicity-changing two-magnon Stokes sideband appears when the input (output) polarization is left (right) circular [L i → R o configuration], while the significant helicity-changing twomagnon anti-Stokes sideband appears when the input (output) polarization is right (left) circular [R i → L o configuration]. The fact that there is no signal when the microwave drive angular frequency is detuned from the resonance of the Kittel mode by δω (δω > γ K , where γ K ∼ 2π × 8 MHz is the linewidth of the Kittel mode) ensures the absence of the spurious drive signal coupled directly into the HPD.
As described in SI [31] , the scattering efficiency for the helicity-changing two-magnon Stokes sideband at ω R is proportional to the square of the electric quadrupole moment,
is the transverse magnetization of the Kittel mode. G 11 , G 12 , and G 44 are three parameters that specify the dielectric tensor of the cubic crystal (here, YIG) and g = G 11 − G 12 − 2G 44 . The scattering efficiency for the helicity-changing two-magnon anti-Stokes sideband at ω B can be similarly explained with the electric quadrupole moment, 2 2 . Note that in the quantum mechanical picture M − (t) 2 (M + (t) 2 ) corresponds to an operator which creates (annihilates) a pair of magnons [31] . Thus the helicity-changing two-magnon Brillouin light scattering can be viewed as a four-wave mixing process involving two magnons and two photons, which has been largely neglected. This higher-order nonlinear process may offer a new route to optically manipulate magnetization dynamics.
To gain further insight, we now turn our attention to the case in which H ext 111 . Figure 2(d) shows the observed helicity-changing and the helicity-conserving two- magnon scattering efficiencies for the case of H ext 111 . As in the case of H ext 100 the significant Stokes sideband again appears in L i → R o configuration while the significant anti-Stokes sideband appears in R i → L o configuration. These sideband generation efficiencies agree with the ones theoretically predicted [31] , which are proportional to the squares of the respective electric quadrupole moments, g 6 + G 44 M − (t) 2 2 and
To see the situation schematically, Fig. 3 shows the energy-level diagrams relevant to the Brillouin scattering. The states |g and |e describe the electronic ground and excited states relevant to the dominant optical transition. Under the static magnetic field those states split to form a ladder depending on the magnon number, which is denoted by |n . Here, the helicity-changing two-magnon Stokes sideband in L i → R o configuration observed in Fig. 2(d) corresponds to the transition that connects |g, n − 1 and |g, n + 1 in Fig. 3(a) , and the helicity-changing twomagnon anti-Stokes sideband in R i → L o configuration in Fig. 2(d) corresponds to the transition that connects |g, n + 1 and |g, n − 1 in Fig. 3(b) . In the former transition, the angular momentum gained by light is ∆J p = 2h, while the same amount of angular momentum is lost from the sphere (i.e., ∆J m = −2h) by creating two magnons (increasing magnon reduces the angular momentum of the sphere). Similarly, in the latter transition, the angular momentum of 2h is gained in the sphere by annihilating two magnons at the expense of the same amount of angular momentum lost from light. Here, the total angular momenta are conserved among relevant two photons and two magnons and ∆J p + ∆J m = 0.
In the case of H ext 111 a unusual situation appears when the scattering involves two photons and one magnon, where the conservation of angular momentum is seemingly broken. As in the case of the two-magnon Brillouin light scattering, we obtain the one-magnon scattering efficiencies deduced from the signal observed at the angular frequency of ω R = ω K + ω A for the Stokes sideband and that at ω B = ω K − ω A for the anti-Stokes sideband, which are shown in Fig. 4 . In the case of H ext 100 , there is indeed no noticeable scattering as shown in Fig. 4(a) . In the case of H ext 111 , however, the significant helicity-changing Stokes sideband appears in R i → L o configuration, and the significant helicitychanging anti-Stokes sideband appears in L i → R o configuration as shown in Fig. 4(b) . This helicity-changing one-magnon anti-Stokes sideband generation in L i → R o configuration corresponds to the transition that connects |g, n−1 and |g, n−2 in Fig. 3(a) , where the angular momentum gained in the sphere by annihilating one magnon is ∆J m =h even though the light also gains the angular momentum by ∆J p = 2h. A similar situation happens in the helicity-changing one-magnon Stokes sideband generation in R i → L o configuration. The efficiencies of these seemingly angular-momentum-non-conserving sideband generation processes are nevertheless in good agreement with the theory described in SI [31] .
The key to save the conservation of angular momentum is the crystal angular momentum associated with the threefold symmetry possessed by the crystal along H ext 111 . Unlike isolated atoms, liquids, or amorphous solids, crystals do not have the continuous rotational symmetry and thus the angular momentum is not a good quantum number. Angular momentum transfer processes taking place in the crystals are then determined up to the crystal angular momentum. This situation is analogous to the one that the linear momentum of an electron in the crystal has an ambiguity ofh times reciprocal lattice vectors. In our particular example of the cubic crystal with H ext 111 , the crystal angular momentum is an integer multiple of 3h. With this in mind, let us revisit the transition which connects |g, n − 1 and |g, n − 2 in Fig. 3 (a). The total angular momentum 3h gained by the sphere and the light can indeed be identified to be zero because of the ambiguity emerged from the crystal angular momentum 3h as indicated in Fig. 3(a) .
These processes can thus be understood as a result of rotational analogue of umklapp process due to the crystal angular momentum. Note that in the standard grouptheoretic analysis of selection rules in an inelastic scattering, everything is boiled down to the analysis of the excitation of the scatterer as a whole in terms of the irreducible representations of its symmetry group [42, 43] . Thus, the origin of the angular momentum of the excitation (either coming from the one of magnetization or that of crystal, in our particular example) is usually not questioned. The importance of the crystal angular momentum has been argued in connection with the second harmonic generation [24, 25, 28] , parametric downconversion [26] , and the Raman scattering by magnons with THz eigen-frequency in an antiferromagnetic material [27] .
The fully continuous rotational symmetry for the Brillouin light scattering processes can be recovered if the rotational degree of freedom for the crystalline sphere as a whole is liberated. This can be done by considering the sphere as a freely rotating rigid body and introducing the azimuthal angle φ for the sphere along H ext 111 [31] . The matrix element of the one-magnon transition amplitude from |g, n − 1 to |g, n − 2 in Fig. 3 (a) depends now on φ. As shown in SI [31] , the matrix element can be written as
where A is the cross section of the light beam, τ = l c is the interaction time with c being the speed of light in the material and l being the interaction length. Here, t i and t f are the initial and the final time of the transition. The phase factor e −3iφ here can be considered as the spherical harmonics Y −3 3 denoting the rotation of the spherical crystal. The angular momentum of the sphere acquired in the course of the transition can be given [24] by
is the initial (final) rotational state of the sphere andL z is the z component of the angular momentum operator for the sphere, whose Euler-angle representation reads −ih ∂ ∂φ . Thus, the excess angular momentum ∆J m + ∆J p = 3h seen in the transition from |g, n − 1 to |g, n − 2 in Fig. 3(a) is indeed retrieved as the rotation of the sphere, leading to ∆J m + ∆J p + ∆J c = 0. On the other hand, the matrix element of the two-magnon transition amplitude from |g, n − 1 to |g, n + 1 in Fig. 3 (a) does not depend on φ and is written as
meaning that there is no rotation of the sphere in this transition. The similar conclusion holds for the angular momentum transfer shown in Fig. 3(b) . We emphasize that the threefold discrete rotational symmetry of crystal is engraved deeply even when the full continuous rotational symmetry is resumed by liberating the rotational degree of freedom of the crystal. The nontrivial phase factor e −3iφ for U o in Eq. (1) would give rise to an additional observable consequence: when the sphere is rotating along H ext 111 at the angular velocity of ω L the resultant sideband as a result of the one-magnon transition would experience the rotational Doppler shift by ∆ω K = −3×ω L . This is basically what Simon and Bloembergen have predicted as early as in 1968 in the context of second harmonic generation [24] . The predicted rotational Doppler shift has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been observed. We envision that observing this shift in the magnon-induced Brillouin light scattering is feasible once a sphere is enforced to rotate uniformly or levitated to set free the rotation. We note that the levitation of a micron-scale ferromagnetic particles has been recently demonstrated [44, 45] .
In our experiment, the sphere is rigidly fixed on the optical table and the resultant moment of inertia is enormous. Since the rotational kinetic energy of the sphere acquired by the torque associated with the scattering is thus negligibly small, the intervention of the crystal angular momentum in the Brillouin light scattering would not affect the phase relationship between the input light and the scattered output light. As shown in SI [31] , a set of measurements reveals that the phase relationship indeed remains unimpaired.
In summary, the Brillouin light scattering by magnons in a ferromagnetic crystal is investigated by using polarization-sensitive optical heterodyne measurements.
We demonstrated the presence of helicity-changing twomagnon scattering as well as the helicity-changing crystal-angular-momentum-assisted one-magnon scattering. These helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering processes may offer a new route to optically manipulate magnetization dynamics.
We would like to thank Y. Suppose that magnons in a magnetostatic mode are excited in a ferromagnetic crystal. The resultant timevarying magnetization vector is represented by
Here the mean magnetization of the crystal is assumed to be along z-axis so that M z is large compared to the magnetizations in the plane perpendicular to z-axis and it is considered to be constant. The light propagating through the crystal then experiences the time-varying magnetization M (t), which induces the polarization change of the light leading to the Brillouin scattering. In the off-resonant limit, the interaction Hamiltonian for the Brillouin light scattering can be given by
where A is the cross section of the light beam, δ = l c is the interaction time with c being the speed of light in the material and l being the interaction length, and H.c. represents the Hermitian conjugate of the first term [35] [36] [37] . Here
is the Hamiltonian density with ij being the ij-th component of the second-rank dielectric tensor, E i and (E ) * i being the i-th components of the incident and scattered electric field, respectively.
Constraints on ij
Phenomenologically, we can understand the Brillouin light scattering by considering the tensor ij in Eq. (A2) depending on the magnetization M (t) [4, 5] . In powers of magnetization M = (M x , M y , M z ), ij can be expressed as
where the repeated indices in each term are assumed to be summed up. Here, 0 ij is the permittivity independent of magnetization and is henceforth ignored. The next two terms involve the effect of the magnetization with the third-rank tensor K ijk and the fourth-rank tensor G ijkl , which describe the strength of the coupling between the light and the magnetization and are endowed with the crystal symmetry [16, 17] . Moreover, since we are dealing with the off-resonant limit of Brillouin light scattering, the photon number is preserved in the course of the scattering and thus the tensor ij assumes hermiticity, i.e., *
This means that the real (imaginary) part of ji is symmetric (antisymmetric). The Onsager relation further constrains the form of the tensor as
These constraints require the second (third) term in Eq. (A4) being antisymmetric (symmetric) for being odd (even) under the transformation M → −M . With these requirements, ij in Eq. (A4) up to the second order in the magnetizations can be reduced into
whereK ijk is the third-rank real tensor which is antisymmetric with respect to the indices ij, whileḠ ijkl is the fourth-rank real tensor which is symmetric with respect to the indices ij. Here, Σ ij are the symmetrized products of the two magnetization components,
The first antisymmetric and imaginary term on the righthand side of Eq. (A7) represents the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization while the second symmetric and real term represents the Cotton-Mouton effect. The symmetrized products of the magnetization components Σ ij play a similar role to the symmetric strain tensor in the elasticity. A paramount difference is, however, the fact that, in the quantum mechanical interpretation, Σ ij involve two-magnon excitations (that is, Σ xx (t), Σ yy (t), and Σ xy (t), which do not contain M z ) while the symmetric strain tensor involves at most one-phonon excitation. This difference stems from the fact that the strain tensor in the elasticity contains the displacement vector u(t) only once.
The Cotton-Mouton term in the dielectric tensor represented byḠ ijkl Σ kl in Eq. (A7) thus offers the Brillouin light scattering by two-magnon excitations. Hitherto, the Brillouin light scattering originating from the term associated with Σ xx (t), Σ yy (t), and Σ xy (t) are largely, if not completely, ignored for ferromagnetic crystals. As for antiferromagetic crystals, the Raman scattering experiments have revealed the noticeable two-magnon excitations [14, 15, 18] . Here, simultaneous excitation of two magnons, which belong to the modes originating from different sub-lattices of the antiferromagnet, does not change the total magnetization. Such Brillouin light scattering by two-magnon excitations can be realized without enduring the spin-orbit interaction but exploiting much stronger exchange interaction, especially when these magnons come from the opposite edges of the Brillouin zone [16] [17] [18] .
Dielectric tensor for a cubic crystal
Let us now consider the specific case with particular crystal symmetry, the cubic crystal.
a. Case I: Hext 100
For a cubic crystal (like YIG) with H ext 100 , the antisymmetric imaginary termK ijk M k in Eq. (A7) can be written in a matrix form with a parameter f as
As for the symmetric real termḠ ijkl Σ kl in Eq. (A7), there are three independent parameters G 11 , G 12 , and G 44 , leading to
Let us see the relation between the dielectric tensor components ij = ij + i ij and the magnetization M i in a slightly different way. The three imaginary components are trivially written as
The six real components of the real symmetric tensor, Eq. (A15), can be represented as
(A17) Notice that the form in Eq. (A17) is analogous to the relation between the stress tensor and the strain tensor for a cubic crystal with the 6×6 matrix playing the role of the elastic stiffness matrix [33, 34] . The analogy extends to the other cases with different crystal symmetries.
b. Case II: Hext 111
Let us now consider a cubic crystal with H ext 111 . In this case, the fourfold rotational symmetry along the zaxis, held in the previous case, no longer exists. Instead, the rotational symmetry is reduced to threefold.
The dielectric tensor ij (M ) in Eq. (A7) is accordingly modified [34] . While the three imaginary components are unchanged from Eq. (A16), the six real components of the real symmetric tensor can now be represented as
where g = G 11 − G 12 − 2G 44 . Note that for the noncrystalline isotropic materials g = 0 since the three parameters G 11 , G 12 , and G 44 , are now written with just two parameters, λ L and µ L , by G 11 = λ L + 2µ L , G 12 = λ L , and G 44 = µ L . In the theory of elasticity λ L and µ L are called the Lamé coefficients [33] . The difference between Eqs. (A17) and (A18) is due to the non-zero g, which can be considered as a consequence of rotational symmetry breaking associated with crystalline materials.
Dielectric tensor in the spherical basis
In investigating the angular momentum transfer in the process of the Brillouin light scattering it is instrumental to invoke the spherical basis, which is widely used in atomic physics [32] , even though the crystals do not hold the full continuous rotation symmetry. The electric field in the Cartesian basis is given by
while in the spherical basis it is
where the spherical basis {e R , e 0 , e L } is related to the Cartesian basis {e x , e y , e z } as [32] 
Here, along the reference axis (here, z-axis) E R and E L can be interpreted as the right-and left-circularly polarized components of the electric field while E 0 is the longitudinal component. With the spherical basis, the Hamiltonian density Eq. (A3) can be rewritten as
(A22) Now let us restrict our interest to the case where the input (output) beam in the Brillouin light scattering comes in (out) along the z-axis, that is, along H ext . In this case, E 0 , and (E ) * 0 in Eq. (A22) disappear within the plane wave approximation. It is then convenient to introduce the Stokes parameters
and the total power
which are formed by E R , E L , (E ) * R , and (E ) * L . It is also useful to define
With these parameters denoting the combined polarization state of the input and output fields, the Hamiltonian density, Eq. (A22), can be expressed in the illuminating way [35] [36] [37] as we shall see in the following.
a. Case I: Hext 100
First, let us consider the case with H ext 100 . The Hamiltonian density can then be expressed as
where
is the contribution from the monopole moment of the dielectric tensor, while
and
are those from dipole moment and the quadrupole moment, respectively. Here M 2 = M 2 x +M 2 y +M 2 z is the total magnetization, M + = M x +iM y and M − = M x −iM y are the normal modes of the transverse magnetizations, M x and M y . To prepare the quantum-mechanical analyses of scattering processes, let us here discuss the quantummechanical aspects of the normal modes M + and M − . Quantum mechanically, M + (M − ) annihilates (creates) a magnon and increases (reduces) the magnetization. These normal modes read
respectively, whereĉ andĉ † are the annihilation and creation operators, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, V is the volume of the sphere, and N is the number of spins in the sphere [38] .
The monopole and the quadrupole terms involving S 0 in Eqs. (A30) and (A32), respectively, do not change the polarization state of light; they merely introduce overall phase change that usually of no interest. The dipole term involving S z in Eq. (A31) is responsible for the Faraday effect; the plane of polarization rotates in proportion to the magnetization along the z-axis, that is, M z , which is static in our case.
The quadrupole term involving S + = (E ) * R E L in Eq. (A32) represents the helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering observable with the L i → R o configuration. There are two contributions from the quadrupole moment: one is from the term − g 4 + G 44 M 2 − e i2ω K t , and the other is from − g 4M 2 + e −i2ω K t . The former appears as a helicity-changing two-magnon Stokes sideband at the angular frequency 2ω K , whose scattering efficiency per magnon pair, that is, F s / F C × n 2 , is proportional to
where F C is the carrier photon flux, F s is the scattered photon flux, and n is the number of magnons excited in the sphere. On the other hand, the latter appears as a helicity-changing two-magnon anti-Stokes sideband at −2ω K , whose scattering efficiency per magnon pair is proportional to
The former scattering efficiency is about 50 times lager than the latter since the the value g 4 is evaluated to be about 7 times smaller than g 4 + G 44 [30] . Thus the latter scattering is too small to be seen experimentally because of the noise level.
The quadrupole term involving S − = (E ) * L E R in Eq. (A32) represents the helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering observable with the R i → L o configuration. Analysis of the scattering in this configuration follows the same line as above.
b. Case II: Hext 111
Next, we shall consider the case with H ext 111 . The Hamiltonian density originates from the monopole moment of the dielectric tensor, E 0 , and that from the dipole moment, E 1 are in fact unchanged from Eqs. (A30) and (A31), respectively. On the other hand, we have
as the contribution from the quadrupole moment. The quadrupole term involving S + = (E ) * R E L in Eq. (A37) represents the helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering observable with the L i → R o configuration. There are two contributions from the quadrupole moment: one is from the term − g 6 + G 44 M 2 − e i2ωKt , and the other is from − √ 2g
The former appears as a helicity-changing two-magnon Stokes sideband at the angular frequency 2ω K , whose scattering efficiency per magnon pair, that is, F s / F C × n 2 , is proportional to 1 n 2
On the other hand, the latter appears as a helicitychanging one-magnon anti-Stokes sideband at −ω K , whose scattering efficiency per magnon, that is,
where M z = 1 2 (−γh) N V . The ratio of the efficiency given by Eq. (A39) to that given by Eq. (A38) , that is,
is evaluated to be 2.3 × 10 16 [30] . This value is in reasonable agreement with the ratio (0.84 ± 0.10) × 10 16 that is obtained from the carefully calibrated measurements [shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 2(d) ].
The quadrupole term involving S − = (E ) * L E R in Eq. (A37) represents the helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering observable with the R i → L o configuration. Analysis of the scattering in this configuration follows the same line as above.
Dielectric tensor with the azimuthal angle φ
Although crystals do not have the continuous rotation symmetry, the symmetry can be resumed if the rotational degree of freedom for the crystal as a whole is liberated. This can be accomplished by making the azimuthal angle φ, which specifies the crystal orientation with respect to the laboratory frame, an active variable. We shall now see how the Hamiltonian densities E 2 for the case of H ext 100 [Eq. (A32)] and that for H ext 111 [Eq. (A37)] would be modified by rotating the sphere by φ along H ext .
a. Case I: Hext 100
When the sphere is rotated by φ along H ext , the Hamiltonian densities E 2 given by Eq. (A32) changes into
We see that only terms representing the transitions that apparently violate the conservation of angular momentum among photons and magnons acquire the extra phase factor e ±4iφ . The phase factor e −4iφ (e 4iφ ) comes in as a rotational degree of freedom of the crystal with fourfold symmetry. When the sphere is rotated by φ along H ext , the Hamiltonian densities E 2 given by Eq. (A37) changes into
We see again that only terms representing the transitions that apparently violate the conservation of angular momentum among photons and magnons acquire the extra phase factor e ±3iφ . The phase factor e −3iφ (e 3iφ ) comes in as a rotational degree of freedom of the crystal with threefold symmetry. The resultant spherical harmonics
2 ), leads to the designated helicity-changing Brillouin light scattering.
Let us go a little bit further for this case. From Eqs. (A2) and (A42) the helicity-changing transition amplitude associated with the Stokes parameter S + can be given as the first-order term of the perturbative expansion of the evolution operator [39] :
and that with S − by
where, t i and t f are the initial and the final time of the transition. The terms in the amplitudes in Eqs. (A43) and (A44) are classified by the phase factor with φ, which determines whether the crystal angular momentum intervenes in the transition. For instance, the matrix element of transition amplitude U from |g, n − 1 to |g, n + 1 in Fig. 3(a) , that is,
which denotes the two-magnon transition, has the trivial phase factor of unity. There is thus no intervention of the crystal angular momentum in the transition. On the other hand, the matrix element of transition amplitude U from |g, n − 1 to |g, n − 2 , that is,
which denotes the one-magnon transition, has the phase factor of e −3iφ . The crystal angular momentum serves, in this case, −3h in the transition. We can explicitly verify this by calculating the difference of the angular momentum of the sphere before and after the one-magnon transition:
where |Ψ 0 (U o |Ψ 0 ) is the initial (final) rotational state of the sphere andL z is the z component of the angular momentum operator for the sphere, whose Euler-angle representation reads −ih ∂ ∂φ .
Appendix B: Determination of crystal axis
In this section, we explain how to determine the crystal axis of the YIG sphere. The blue points in Fig. S1 show the measured angular dependence of the resonance frequency of the Kittel mode ω K /2π. This angular dependence can be written phenomenologically as [40] ω K 2π = γµ 0 (|H ext | where γ is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, µ 0 is the vacuum permeability, |H| ext is the strength of the external magnetic field, M s is the saturation magnetization, K 1 is the constant with dimension of energy density representing magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and θ is the angle between the external magnetic field direction in the (110) plane and the 100 axis. The red curve shows the fitting result based on Eq. (B1), from which we obtain |H ext | = 130 kA/m and K 1 /M s = −3.8 mT. The value of K 1 /M s is comparable to −4.4 mT that is estimated from the result in the literature [30] . The resonance frequency ω K /2π takes the maximum (minimum) value for the case with H ext 111 ( 100 ). This measurement makes it possible to determine the crystal orientation with respect to H ext .
Appendix C: Calibration of scattering efficiencies
In this section, we explain how to deduce the scattering efficiencies shown in Figs. 2 and 4 from the power spectrum measured by the spectrum analyzer. The scattering efficiencies are calculated using the three values: the carrier photon flux F C , the scattered photon flux F s , and the number of magnons n excited in the sphere. These values are deduced from experimental results. Here, the one-magnon scattering efficiencies are given by
while the two-magnon scattering efficiencies are given by
The method of evaluation of each value is described below.
Evaluation of FC
Since the scattering efficiency is very low, the power of the carrier light dominates the total optical power which can be measured by the power meter passing through the upper path shown in Fig. 1(b) . The carrier photon flux F C can be simply deduced by dividing the light power P C by the photon energyhΩ C , that is,
Evaluation of Fs
The scattered photon flux F s at the angular frequency Ω s is related to the scattered power P s by The problem here is that P s is too small to measure directly by power meter. The basic idea to deduce P s is to use a calibration tone at Ω t with a calibrated power of P t which is generated by a calibrated EOM. Then, between the known power of the optical calibration tone, P t (Ω t ), and the measured power of the beat signal, P SA (ω t ), detected at the angular frequency of ω t = |Ω t − Ω L | at the spectrum analyzer, we have the relation
where T (Ω t → ω t ) is the transfer function from the optical signal at Ω t to the microwave signal at ω t , which collectively describes various effects such as the frequency variation of the sensitivity of the HPD and the gain of the microwave amplifier and the loss and the interference effect that the signal suffers in the coaxial cables. In this way, the transfer function T (Ω t → ω t ) is at first calibrated with various Ω t . Then, with this transfer function the scattered optical power P s at Ω s in the experiment can be deduced from the measured microwave power P SA (ω s ) at ω s with the spectrum analyzer by using the inverse relation
The typical power spectrum of the beat signal is shown in Fig. S2 (the signal of the blue sideband at ω B due to the two-magnon scattering with the R i → L o configuration for H ext 100 ). The power of the beat signal P SA (ω) is calculated by summing up the power spectral density for ±4 Hz around the beat frequency expressed by yellow region shown in Fig. S2 . The scattered photon flux F s (Ω s ) is deduced from the measured P SA (ω B ) by using Eqs. (C4) and (C6). To confirm the reproducibility, the measurement is repeated six times, and the average and standard deviation of the scattered photon flux F s (Ω s ) are evaluated.
Evaluation of n
We can measure the reflection coefficient S 11 (ω) of the microwave signal fed into the loop coil by the network analyzer shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) of the main text. The microwave reflection spectrum can be analyzed by the input-output theory [41] to deduce the number of magnons n excited in the sphere. The reflection coefficient S 11 (ω) is given by
where ω K is the resonance angular frequency of the Kittel mode, γ is the intrinsic energy dissipation rate, and κ ext is the coupling rate between the microwave field out of (into) a one-dimensional transmission line and the Kittel mode. Note that the total linewidth of the Kittel mode is then given by γ K = γ + κ e . From the fitting shown as the red lines in Figs. 2(a) and (b), we obtain ω K /2π = 5.07 GHz, κ e /2π = 6.3 MHz, and γ/2π = 2.3 MHz for H ext 100 and ω K /2π = 5.21 GHz, κ e /2π = 6.3 MHz, and γ/2π = 2.0 MHz for H ext 111 . In the case of the resonant excitation (ω = ω K ) the number of magnons n reads n = 4κ e γ 2 K P mw hω ,
where P mw is the microwave power used to excite the magnons. Thus the relation between the known microwave power P mw and the number of magnon in the Kittel mode, n, is established.
Appendix D: Experiments on coherence
In this section, we experimentally check whether the helicity-changing one-magnon scattering assisted by crystal angular momentum for the case with H ext 111 [ Fig. 4(b) ] preserves the phase coherence between the carrier light at Ω C and the scattered sideband at Ω R (or Ω B ). The basic idea to check this is to use another sideband at Ω R (or Ω B ) as a reference sideband which is generated by the EOM shown in Fig. 1(b) . The reference sideband has a fixed phase with respect to the carrier as shown in the upper panel in Fig. S3(a) . The phase of the sideband generated by the helicity-changing one-magnon-scattering can be dictated by the phase of the microwave used for driving Kittel mode at ω K . Note that this is only true if the intervention of the crystal angular momentum in the one-magnon-scattering do not spoil the phase relationship between the carrier and the sideband. The phase of the scattered sideband with respect to the carrier would thus varies as the phase φ m of the magnon drive at ω K varies as shown in the lower panel in Fig. S3(a) . By letting the reference sideband and the scattered sideband interfere the degree of coherence between the carrier and the scattered sideband can be revealed as the interference fringes of the power as a function of φ m .
The upper (lower) panel in Fig. S3(b) shows the observed interference fringes of the power for the red (blue) sideband at Ω R (Ω B ) [which appears at the beat angular frequency at ω R (ω B ) with respect to the LO light at Ω L ]. To obtain the maximum interference fringes, (i) the polarization is set to be linearly polarized since the polarization of the reference sideband (same as that of the carrier) is opposite to that of the scattered sideband, and (ii) the scattered sideband power and reference sideband power are made equal at the HPD. The beat signal power is calculated by summing up the power spectral density for ±4 Hz around the beat frequency. In order to check the reproducibility the measurement is repeated three times, and the average of the obtained signal power is shown by blue points, and the standard deviation is shown by blue bars. The red lines show the fitting results with a sinusoidal of period 2π. The results thus prove that the intervention of the crystal angular momentum in the one-magnon Brillouin light scattering does not affect the coherence between the carrier and the scattered sidebands. 
